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Appellants reply to the Answering Brief (Ans. Br.) of Appellee Employers 

Mutual Casualty (EMC).  

I. EMC MAKES NO ARGUMENT CONCERNING THE TEXT AND 
JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE II OF THE TREATY 
OF 1868. 

As stated in EMC’s Answering Brief, its continued position is that anything 

other than physical presence within tribal territory precludes the Nation’s 

jurisdiction, period, regardless of the impact of its actions. Ans. Br., at 9.  In coming 

to this conclusion, EMC engages in no textual analysis of Article II of the Treaty of 

1868 and no discussion of prior case law construing it. It also fails to address other 

recent cases where the U.S. Supreme Court and this Court have construed treaty 

rights broadly and in light of the realities of modern American society. See Herrera 

v. Wyoming, 139 S.Ct. 1686 (2019) (holding 1868 treaty right to hunt applies to 

National Forest despite subsequent admission of Wyoming as state); Washington 

State Dept. of Licensing v. Cougar Den, Inc., 139 S.Ct. 1000 (2019) (holding 1855 

treaty exempts tribal business from state fuel importer taxes); United States v. 

Washington, 853 F.3d 946 (9th Cir. 2017), aff’d 138 S.Ct. 1832 (Mem.) (2018) 

(holding Stevens treaties require state to prevent blockage of fish by culverts under 

state highways). Regardless, Article II and the case law fleshing it out recognize the 
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Nation’s broad authority to regulate those “present” within the Nation, with no 

restriction to those actually physically present.1   

That federal case law has not, as of yet, recognized “legal presence” of an 

insurer of non-Indian actors in tribal territory as within an Indian nation’s 

jurisdiction, does not negate the existence of such jurisdiction.  The facts of this case 

have simply never come before this Court.  Cf. Allstate Indem. Corp. v. Stump, 191 

F.3d 1071 (9th Cir. 1991) (finding plausible tribal court jurisdiction over off-

reservation insurance company that insured tribal members’ on-reservation 

vehicles); but see Admiral Ins. Co. v. Blue Lake Rancheria Tribal Ct., 2012 WL 

1144331 (N.D. Cal. 2012) (finding plausible tribal court jurisdiction over off-

reservation non-Indian insurer of non-Indian construction company).   However, 

given the broad recognition of the authority of the Nation under its Treaty by this 

Court and the U.S. Supreme Court, see Window Rock Unified School Dist. v. Reeves, 

861 F.3d 894 (9th Cir. 2017); McClanahan v. Ariz. State Tax Comm’n, 411 U.S. 164 

(1973); Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959), it is a modest notion that an insurance 

company may be considered “present” on the Nation for purposes of Article II’s 

                                                            
1 EMC alleges the Nation did not “properly raise” this issue in the District Court.  
Ans. Br., at 11, n.1.  That is incorrect.  See Motion for Summary Judgment, R.22, at 
12-13 (discussing text of Treaty and case law interpreting it), and 13, n.6 (quoting 
Article II of Treaty of 1868).   
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exclusion power by “entering” tribal lands through its contractual obligation to 

indemnify its insureds.   

It is unnecessary to decide in this case whether or not the Nation generally has 

jurisdiction over non-Indians who are not physically present on tribal lands.  Under 

these specific circumstances, an insurance company is properly within the Nation’s 

jurisdiction when it sold a policy that represents to its insureds that it will indemnify 

them in whatever jurisdiction they may enter to do business, its insureds entered the 

Navajo Reservation and engaged in business on trust land, and their acts or 

omissions caused severe harm to the Nation’s land and water.  Cf. Farmers Ins. Exch. 

v. Portage La Prairie Mut. Ins. Co., 907 F.2d 911 (9th Cir. 1990) (state court has 

personal jurisdiction when insurance company failed to include territorial exclusion 

and insured causes harm in state’s territory).2 EMC’s legal presence is sufficient to 

                                                            
2 In its Answering Brief, EMC criticizes the Nation’s argument that tribal subject 
matter jurisdiction is analogous to state personal jurisdiction, and particularly the 
Nation’s citation to Portage.  Ans. Br., at 18-20.  This Court has made that analogy, 
see Smith v. Salish-Kootenai College, 434 F.3d 1127, 1138-39 (2006) (en banc), and 
the Nation simply asserts there are parallels between them, not that they are, in fact, 
the same. The Nation reiterates that the result should be the same under either 
concept; an Indian nation has subject matter jurisdiction over an outside insurer 
whose insured cause harm within its territory, as a state has personal jurisdiction 
under similar circumstances.  
 EMC also suggests the Nation is barred from making this argument at all, as 
it allegedly did not raise it in the District Court.  Ans. Br., at 18, n.2.  However, this 
argument arises directly out of the District Court’s order granting EMC’s motion for 
summary judgment.  As the Nation noted in its opening brief, the District Court 
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subject it to the Nation’s courts, as the Treaty and its broad interpretation in the case 

law recognize the Nation’s right to exclude, and therefore regulate, all those whose 

actions damage tribal land, whether or not actually physically present within the 

Nation.  Anything less perpetuates an antiquated concept of tribal sovereignty out of 

step with modern notions of territorial authority applicable to other governments in 

the American political system.  See South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 138 S.Ct. 2080, 

2095 (2018) (rejecting requirement of physical presence for retailers to be subject to 

state sales taxes) (“[W]hen the day-to-day functions of marketing and distribution in 

the modern economy are considered, it is all the more evident that the physical 

presence rule is artificial in its entirety.”).   

EMC also fails to effectively respond to the Nation’s argument that it can 

exclude it through exclusion of its insured.  It simply waives the argument away in 

conclusory fashion.  Ans. Br., at 12-13.  However, as undisputed by EMC, the Nation 

has the authority to exclude Milam and SSES, and EMC’s policy therefore applies, 

or not, within the Nation’s territory only so long as both are allowed to be present 

within the Nation.  If both are excluded, EMC’s policy is also excluded.  As such, 

the Nation may adjudicate EMC’s obligations to Milam and SSES when both were 

                                                            
concluded tribal subject matter jurisdiction was not analogous to state personal 
jurisdiction, and that Portage therefore did not apply.  Op. Br., at 20.   
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physically present within the Nation, and caused severe injury to the Nation’s land 

and water.  

II. EMC’s NARROW READING OF MONTANA’S SECOND 
EXCEPTION IS INCORRECT. 

 
In its argument concerning the second exception to Montana v. United States, 

450 U.S. 544 (1981), EMC continues to insist that its lack of physical presence on 

the Nation is dispositive, as it allegedly engaged in no “conduct” within the Nation. 

Ans. Br., at 16. Again, as with the exclusion power, Appellee is mistaken in asserting 

that the second exception may not apply simply because it did not have a physical 

presence on the Nation. What is required is that an individual have a connection to 

activity on tribal lands and that its acts clearly threaten the Nation’s political 

integrity, economic security, and health and welfare. See Knighton v. Cedarville 

Rancheria of Northern Paiute Indians, 922 F.3d 892, 901-03 (9th Cir. 2019) (noting 

that Window Rock recognizes tribal jurisdiction over civil claims against non-

members if there is “some direct connection” to tribal land, and holding Indian 

nation may regulate non-Indian “behavior” beyond the exclusion power that 

“implicates . . . sovereign interests”).3 EMC’s declination of coverage for the 

                                                            
3 As this Court in Knighton recognized tribal authority under Montana even if 
jurisdiction was lacking under the exclusion power, tribal jurisdiction is necessarily 
broader than mere physical presence.  Otherwise, there would be no reason to assess 
whether jurisdiction exists under Montana, as, even under EMC’s narrow 
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catastrophic oil spill, though made outside the Nation, clearly threatens the Nation’s 

health and welfare, as it makes it almost certain the Nation will not receive 

compensation from EMC’s insureds to clean up the 15,000 gallons of gas that still 

pollute the Nation’s land and groundwater.4  In such circumstances, the nominal 

location of that decision cannot negate the catastrophic damage caused to a tribal 

community, and Montana’s second exception is fulfilled.  A contrary ruling would 

mean the Nation would sue EMC’s insureds in its own courts, while having to file a 

separate action in Arizona state court against EMC and the other insurance 

companies, creating potentially contradictory decisions and, at the very least, an 

unnecessary jurisdictional morass for all parties involved, making it more difficult 

to remediate the damage caused by the spill.  See National Farmers Union Ins. Co. 

v. Crow Tribe of Indians, 471 U.S. 845, 856 (1985) (discussing “jurisdictional” and 

“procedural” nightmare caused by multiple suits involving insurance company in 

tribal and federal courts).  Nothing in Montana compels that result.   

 

                                                            
interpretation, an Indian nation would always have jurisdiction under the exclusion 
power.   
 
4 Notably, EMC does not dispute that damage to an Indian nation’s water supply 
generally fulfills Montana’s second exception.  See Rincon Mushroom Corp. of Am. 
v. Mazzetti, 490 F. App’x 11, 12 (9th Cir. 2012); Montana v. EPA, 137 F.3d 1135, 
1139-40 (9th Cir. 1998).   
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the above, and the Nation’s Opening Brief, the decision of the 

Federal District of Arizona should be reversed. 

Respectfully submitted this 22nd day of October, 2019. 

By: /s/ Paul Spruhan 
Paul Spruhan, Assistant Attorney General 
Navajo Nation Department of Justice 
Post Office Box 2010 
Window Rock, Arizona 86515-2010 
 
/s/ Colin Bradley 
Colin Bradley, Esq.  
Colin Bradley Law, PLLC 
2600 N. 44th St., Suite B-101 
Phoenix, AZ 85008 
Telephone/Fax: (602) 361-2551  
colin@colinbradleylaw.com  
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